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Sonos accessory specialist Sanus presents a soundbar mount for the Sonos Beam soundbar. It
also increases the size capabilities of four popular medium mounts, allowing installers to
accommodate current TV market trends.

  

The Sonos Beam mount provides 30cm of height adjustment to ensure an ideal fit between the
soundbar and bottom of a TV set. Construction is in lightweight steel, and it is compatible with
TVs up to 70-inch in size. The mount offers "broad" VESA compatibility, and it allows customers
to move the Beam with the TV when paired with a full-motion TV mount.

  

“This mount is ideal for those who have a full-motion TV mount and are planning to add a Beam
to their home theater setup,” Sanus says. “The soundbar mount allows the Beam to move with
the TV, so as you point the TV to where you are seated, you aren’t leaving the sound behind.”

      

Installation promises to be a 15-minute process and requires only a screwdriver, since the box
should include all necessary hardware.

  

In further Sanus-related news, the company announces a boost in size capabilities of the
VMF620-B2, VMF518-B2, VMT5-B2 and VML5-B2 mounts-- all support TVs from 37- to 55-inch
in size, an increase from the previous 40-50-inch capability. Each mount retains the existing
feature set and same wall plate size.

  

“Market trends are clearly moving in the direction of larger screen sizes as the 4K standard
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becomes more popular and consumers opt for screens up to 55-inches in size," the company
adds. "For this reason, we have re-engineered 4 of our most popular medium mounts, covering
the fixed, tilting and full motion options, to provide the perfect solution for purchasers of these
larger screens, without the need to increase the physical size of the wall mount.”

  

Go Sanus Launches Soundbar Mount Designed for Sonos Beam
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https://www.sanus.com/en_AS/media/article/sanus-r-launches-soundbar-mount-designed-for-sonos-beamtm/

